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Teaching Philosophy Statement

As an arts educator I hold four core tenets that guide my teaching philosophy. They are:
1. Teach and learn from a place of excitement and love
2. How we feel and how we interact with each other affect the art we are inspired to make
3. There are always more ways to approach a work of art or solve a problem
4. The artist’s mind doesn’t live only in the classroom / art studio
I start each year, and each class period, by grounding myself and my students in the understanding that
art making is a universal and human thing to do. We should enjoy our work and create things that reflect
what makes us feel alive. Sometimes this means studying the family or painting pictures of animals that
we feel close to. Other times this means teaching arts skills and creating open ended projects for students
to discover how to apply the new skill in a way that speaks to their passions.
Joy and compassion are key tools to any artist. I put a strong emphasis on creating a safe and supportive
classroom culture so that students can relish in their mistakes and try new things without fear of negativity
from peers. Social emotional learning is built into how I plan my lessons, and emotional care and healing
are considered part of the learning as much as color theory or design might be for a given project.
With this holistic lens and community of support from peers, students are excited to try new things, even
without knowing if they will reach the goal of the project, or goals they set themselves. When students are
stuck, the artist’s mind is tapped as a resource to think about a problem in many different ways. Children
are often very good at coming up with fantastical solutions! Whether we successfully solve the problem is
not the only goal. The practice of lateral and divergent thinking is a success in itself.
I encourage students to take their learning and apply it in all aspects of their lives. When they are
challenged by a friend, or having a problem at home, we can ask ourselves, “What would my inner artist
do?” From this place, students draw great personal strength and empowerment. Even if they don’t
become artists in their adulthood, my students will all know how to employ their artist mind when they
need a creative solution.
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SARAH ZIDONIK
222 E 8th St Apt. 6H Brooklyn, NY 11218 ◊ (352) 262-7272 ◊ sarahzidonik.com ◊ sezidonik@gmail.com
EDUCATION
Master of Fine Arts, 2D/Printmaking, S
 umma Cum Laude

University of Arizona

2011

Bachelor of Art, Art Education, Summa Cum Laude,
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Printmaking, Summa Cum Laude,
Minor in Art History

University of Florida

2007

Art teacher, P.S. 329 The Surfside School
● Write curriculum and lead instruction in visual art to PreK-5th
grade students
● Curate and maintain Surfside Art Museum student art gallery
● Collaborate with dance teacher for school productions
● Teach 5th grade Art Talent Academy students

Coney Island, Brooklyn, NY

2014-present

Co-Director & Co-Teacher, Creative Critters Summer Art Camp
● Co-founded summer art camp for elementary and middle-school
aged children
● Plan lessons, projects, and general scheduling
● Teach art techniques and project ideas differentiated for wide
range of backgrounds, ages, skill levels, and interests
● Coordinate social media outreach

Micanopy, FL

2015-present

Art teacher, Created By Kids
● Led visual art instruction via visiting artist programs, after-school
classes, and camps to elementary students at schools including:
Greene Hill School, Dillon Child Study Center, The Co-op School,
and Beansprouts Nursery School

Brooklyn, NY

2013-2015

Screen Printer, Gnome Enterprises
● Printed images onto shirts and other merchandise

Brooklyn, NY

2013-2014

Maternity Leave Substitute Art Teacher, The Curley K-8 School
● Led instruction in visual art to students in PreK - 5th grade,
including students enrolled in the school’s Practical Academic
Community Education (PACE) Autism program and students
placed in the bilingual (English and Spanish) kindergarten classes
● Coordinated with Dance teacher to organize elementary school
performance of Firebird. Designed and implemented
corresponding lessons with participating classes, including
costume-making and set design
● Organized professional artist visits
● Organized school-wide art show for students and the surrounding
community

Boston, MA

2012-2013

Studio Intern, Lesley Dill Studio
● Assisted artist in preparation for Lesley Dill: Faith and the Devil,
George Adams Gallery, New York, NY

Brooklyn, NY

2012

TEACHING & WORK EXPERIENCE
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Studio Workshop Instructor, The Creative Center
● Taught sketchbook and bookmaking to survivors of cancer and
other chronic illnesses

New York, NY

2012

Studio Workshop Instructor in Bookmaking, Brooklyn Art Space
● Taught hand-sewn bookmaking techniques to adults

Brooklyn, NY

2011-2013

Instructor of Record, University of Arizona
● Wrote curriculum for and taught undergraduate studio art courses
in mixed media, drawing, and printmaking

Tucson, AZ

2009-2011

Practicum Teaching Assistant, University of Arizona
● Assisted in undergraduate studio art courses under mentor
teachers in printmaking and foundations (color and design)

Tucson, AZ

2008-2009

Printmaking Shop Technician, University of Arizona
● Oversaw shop monitors, ordered supplies, and maintained a
studio that serviced 100 plus students each semester

Tucson, AZ

2009

Printmaking Studio Intern, Zea Mays Non-Toxic Printmaking Studio
● Conducted research in non-toxic printmaking
● Co-taught studio workshops with visiting artists

Florence, Massachusetts

2009

Art Teacher, Williston High School
● Taught visual arts to students in grades 9-12
● Coordinated senior art show at local venue/gallery space
● Coordinated grant money for visiting photographer-artist
● Planned and implemented school mural with seniors on an
outside wall of school building

Williston, FL

Spring Semester,
2008

Lion King, Costume and Set Design, Dance and Visual Arts Showcase, PS
329 The Surfside School
● 5th grade Talent students are creating set design via large-scale
paintings of African animals and scenery
● Grades 2-5 are creating paper mache animal masks and
headdresses, inspired by the costumes from the Broadway
production of The Lion King

Brooklyn, NY

2017 (forthcoming)

Talent Academy Celebrates Animals in the Wild, School Art Exhibit, PS
329 The Surfside School
● 5th grade Talent Academy students created mini-murals with
acrylic paint on large-scale paper mounted on foam board
● Each student researched a topic they were interested in and
created a painting about their topic
● Student presentations and museum tours by 5th  graders involved
in the creation of the art to classes in grades K-4, as well as to
families and teachers during conferences

Brooklyn, NY

2017

Where the Wild Things Are, Costume and Set Design, Dance and Visual
Arts Showcase, PS 329 The Surfside School
● Planned and implemented units of study based on Where the Wild
Things Are
● Created costumes and set design including: plaster Wild Thing
masks and large-scale set designs of Max’s boat and various
trees

Brooklyn, NY

2017

STUDENT ART EXHIBITS / SPECIAL PROGRAMS
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Liberation’s Anti-violence Art Show in Collaboration with Coney Island
Anti-Violence Collaborative, Liberation Diploma Plus High School
● Student art show from students in all grades PreK-12 throughout
the district
● PS 329 students represented the theme with abstract paintings
expressing their feelings

Brooklyn, NY

2015

Firebird, Costume and Set Design, Dance and Visual Arts Showcase, The
Curley K-8 School
● Students in Kindergarten and 1st grade created costumes for
dances performed in the show including: included paper hats,
cardboard cutouts, textile design-skirts, and paper tambourines
used as props in the dance

Boston, MA

2013

Curley Art Show, School-wide Annual Arts Show, The Curley K-8 School
● Collaborated with the Arts Team (dance teacher, second
elementary art teacher, and middle school art teacher) and the
Parent Association and Parent Coordinator to organize a school
art exhibit
● At least one artwork from every student was on display on large
presentation boards in the school gymnasium
● Various activities throughout the school were organized, such as
dancing in the dance room and arts and crafts in the art room

Boston, MA

2013

New York, NY

2015-present

Multisensory Learning, K-12 Educator Workshop Met Teacher Programs,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art

New York, NY

2015

Summer Teacher Workshop: The Art of Al Hirschfeld, New York
Historical Society Museum & Library

New York, NY

2015

Therapeutic Crisis Intervention (TCI) Training

New York, NY

2014

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
National Art Education Association (NAEA) Member
Enhancing our Artistry and Teacher Practice
● Citywide K-12 Visual Arts Educators Professional Development
Series, New York City Department of Education
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KEHINDE

WILEY-INSPIRED

BODY LANGUAGE

SELF-PORTRAITS

Unit Overview:
Students in the 2nd and 3rd grade at P.S. 329, The Surfside School in Coney Island studied the artist,
Kehinde Wiley, inspired by his exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum of Art in 2015. We first began our unit by
discussing what identity means, and how body language can express a lot about someone’s identity. We
looked at Kehinde Wiley’s paintings and discussed his works to delve deeper into these larger concepts.
We also watched segments from the PBS documentary, Kehinde Wiley: An Economy of Grace to get a
better understanding of how the artist works.
There are two main components to these artworks: the backgrounds and the drawings of ourselves. After
examining Wiley’s paintings, we noticed that he uses a repetition of shapes to create a wallpaper-like
background. To add further meaning to our works, we used a repetition of symbols in our backgrounds to
create such patterns. These symbols could be anything that helps represent our identities.
The second component, the drawings of ourselves, is based on a body language photograph. Each
student chose a word to describe their personality and then chose a pose to represent that word. The
photographs were printed out and used as a stencil and guideline to help us draw ourselves more
realistically.
Finally, we cut out the drawings of ourselves and glued them onto our backgrounds. And to reflect even
further, we had an end-of-unit critique using critique cards for guidance.

Third-graders discuss their completed artworks in an end-of-unit critique with the aid of c
 ritique cards.
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KEHINDE

WILEY-INSPIRED

BODY LANGUAGE

SELF-PORTRAITS

Examples of paintings by Kehinde Wiley

Student examples
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KEHINDE

WILEY-INSPIRED

BODY LANGUAGE

SELF-PORTRAITS

Sample Lesson:
Unit task:
Students will create a self-portrait inspired by the artist Kehinde Wiley that will make use of body language,
identity, symbols, pattern and repetition. They will use colored pencils and cake tempera paint to complete
their work.
Kehinde Wiley Body Language Self-Portraits Grading Rubric
4
Unit Task...
clearly demonstrates
an understanding of
body language to
express identity, and
student is able to
articulate the meaning
behind the chosen
body language pose.
● clearly made use of
the photo as a stencil
to trace the shape of
your body and then to
mark where important
details belong.
● Uses a repetition of
symbols to create a
meaningful “wallpaper”
background.
● Is carefully and
completely colored in
and painted
Student has clearly taken
ownership and made
individual choices to move
beyond the bare minimum.
●

3
Unit Task...
●

●

●

●

demonstrates an
understanding of body
language to express
identity, and student is
able to articulate the
meaning behind the
chosen body language
pose.
made use of the photo
as a stencil to trace the
shape of your body
and then to mark
where important details
belong.
Uses a repetition of
symbols to create a
“wallpaper”
background.
Is carefully and
completely colored in
and painted

2
Unit Task...
●

●

●

●

demonstrates an
understanding of body
language to express
identity.
Partially made use of
the photo as a stencil
to trace the shape of
your body.
Uses a repetition of
symbols to create a
“wallpaper”
background, though
symbols hold little
meaning.
Is not carefully and
completely colored in
and painted.

1
Unit Task...
●

●

●

●

Does not demonstrate
an understanding of
body language to
express identity.
Partially or hardly made
use of the photo as a
stencil to trace the
shape of your body.
Does not use a
repetition of symbols to
create a “wallpaper”
background, or
symbols hold no
meaning.
Is not carefully and
completely colored in
and painted.

Session 3: Creating a Patterned Background Using Symbols
Standards:
VA3: Students will respond critically to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the individual work to
other works and to other aspects of human endeavor and thought.
VA1(a): Students will experiment and create art works, in a variety of mediums (drawing, painting,
sculpture, ceramics, printmaking, video, and computer graphics), based on a range of individual and
collective experiences.
VA1(b): Students will develop their own ideas and images through the exploration and creation of art works
based on themes, symbols, and events.
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Learning Targets:
I can discuss the backgrounds in Kehinde Wiley’s artworks by examining the symbols and repetition.
I can begin to draw my own patterned wallpaper background for a Kehinde Wiley-inspired self-portrait by
using symbols and repetition.
Introduction: Let students know that for this unit there are two main parts: the background and the
drawing of ourselves. We will create them separately and then glue the cut-out drawing of ourselves to our
background once both pieces are complete (show an example of how this works). The reason why we are
creating them separately is so that we can create a continuous, repetitive pattern, much like the
“wallpaper-like” backgrounds of Kehinde Wiley’s paintings.
Ask students to examine the backgrounds of Kehinde Wiley’s paintings as a whole class.
o What do you notice in the backgrounds of his work (what IS a background?!)?
o What do you think Wiley is trying to express by putting together these backgrounds with these
particular people?
o Or what do these patterns mean to you? How would you describe them?
Direct Instruction: Let students know that we will be using Kehinde Wiley’s use of a patterned
background to inspire our own backgrounds. Our backgrounds, however, should use thoughtful symbols
that help express our identities further. What is a symbol? And what symbols might you want to use in your
own background?
Demonstrate how you might create your own patterned background by repeating symbols that represent
your identity, who you are. (For my example I used a paintbrush to symbolize that I am an artist.) Draw out
the entire background with pencil first, then we will color the symbols with colored pencils, and paint the
in-between spaces with tempera cakes. Show a finished example.
Independent work: Students will begin to draw their own patterned backgrounds by repeating symbols
that represent themselves. See differentiation below for those who will need extra support and/or
enrichment.
Differentiation:
Extra Support/Modifications: Some students may have trouble coming up with symbols and/or with
drawing symbols on their own. Have a template/handout describing several universal symbols that can be
taken and used to assist them. For instance, a heart, the symbol for love, may be used by a student who
would like to identify and portray themselves as a loving person. The picture of a heart and the word love
should be matched clearly on the handout. A cardboard cutout of a heart should also be available for
students who may need help drawing this symbol.
Enrichment: Students who tend to excel conceptually and technically can be asked to come up with more
personalized symbols. While universal symbols are a good tool for communicating in art, it can be more
interesting to come up with personal and unique symbols. Prompts for these students can include: Write a
list of words that describe who you are. Then pick three to create symbols for. Think of a story or memory
that demonstrates these qualities about yourself and choose a part or parts of that story to help you come
up with a pictorial language (or set of symbols) for these qualities. Repeat them in your own design to
create your patterned background.
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STUDENT WORK SAMPLES

Kehinde Wiley Body Language Self-Portrait, 3rd grade / Watercolor and torn paper collage, Kindergarten

Claes Oldenburg-inspired food sculptures, mixed-aged summer camp students
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Abstract Art Unit, Shapes & Feelings Lesson, 3rd grade

Abstract Art Unit, Lines, Shapes, and Colors, Kindergarten
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Paper Mache Clouds, 5th Grade

Fiber Arts Mobiles, Nature Week

John James Audubon-inspired paper mache
bird sculptures, Kindergarten

Costume design summer camp project, Firebreather
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